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Classroom Roles

• Role of Instructor
• Role of Student
Course Information

- Course home page: https://www.cise.ufl.edu/class/cap5108sp19/

- Grading:
  - Exam (20 points, individual)
  - Mini-project (2x10pts = 20 pts, individual)
  - Ethics training (5pts, individual)
  - Peer grading (3pts)
  - Class presentation (2pts, individual): Bring a video to class and discuss why it is relevant to the subject matter
  - Project (50 points, group): Pitch (5pts), Demo (5pts), Final movie (5pts), Four page write up (35pts, 5 points by peer grading),
  - Best project by class vote (extra credit, 2 pts)
Grading

Class voted for Option 1 on 1/15

• Option 1: I will look for clusters and then assign thresholds
  – Example thresholds are as follows:
    • A is above 93-95
    • A- is above 85-87
    • B+ is above 75-79
    • B is above 67-69
    • B- is above 60-62
    • C+ is above 52-54

• Option 2: Absolute thresholds
  • A is above 95
  • A- is above 87
  • B+ is above 79
  • B is above 69
  • B- is above 62
  • C+ is above 54
  • Grades below this are on case-by-case basis, and depend on how many assignments you missed/submitted, etc.

We will vote on this on the first class next week.